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Abstract
We use matched, bank-level panel data on Libor submissions and credit default swaps to decompose
bank-funding spreads at several maturities into components reflecting counterparty credit risk and
funding-market liquidity. To account for the possibility that banks may strategically misreport
their funding rates in the Libor survey, we nest our decomposition within a model of the costs
and benefits of lying. We find that Libor spreads typically consist mostly of a liquidity premium
and that this premium declined at short maturities following Federal Reserve interventions in bank
funding markets. At longer maturities, credit risk explains much of the time variation in Libor,
reflecting in part fluctuations in the degree to which default risk is priced in the interbank market.
Our results are consistent with banks both under- and over-reporting their funding costs during
the crisis but suggest that the incidence of this behavior may have subsequently declined.
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Introduction

During the financial crisis that began in 2007, bank funding markets came under extraordinary pressure, threatening both the functioning of the financial system and the transmission
of monetary policy. Perhaps the most frequently cited measures of the strains in these markets
were the spreads between the London Interbank Offer Rate (Libor) and comparable-maturity
rates that could be considered “risk free,” such as the rate on overnight index swaps (OIS).
Indeed, at the height of the turmoil, the one-month Libor-OIS spread, which was typically
less than 10 basis points prior to mid-2007, rose to nearly 300 basis points. Because of the
critical role of Libor and similar rates in the functioning of financial markets and stability
of financial institutions, several papers have studied their behavior of during and after the
crisis. 2 A central issue in these studies is the degree to which bank funding conditions are
driven by counterparty credit risk versus market liquidity. This question has relevance for,
among other things, the ability of central banks to relieve strains in funding markets and
the design of policies for doing so. It is also important for informing and testing theoretical models of the interbank market in which credit risk and liquidity play a role, such as
Eisenschmidt and Tapking (2009), Heider et al. (2009), and Acharya and Skeie (2011).
In this paper, we use panel data on individual banks’ dollar Libor submissions and the
spreads on their credit default swaps (CDS) to address this problem. The cross-sectional
dimension of our data brings to bear a considerable amount of information that has been
largely unexploited by previous studies and, in particular, gives us a robust way of identifying
the liquidity and credit-risk components in the term structure of Libor. We also confront
another issue that has been ignored by the literature focused on this question: Libor is based
on a survey of banks that essentially report on an honor system, and it is now well known
that at least some of those banks frequently lied about their borrowing rates either for
reputational reasons or in an attempt to influence the direction of market rates for financial
gain (see, for example, Hou and Skeie (2014)). A few papers have recently begun to examine
the consequences of misreporting for the distribution of Libor quotes by modeling aspects
of the game played by banks, but none has yet considered the implications for the creditliquidity decomposition.
In our analysis, we estimate and correct for the effects of lying about Libor by assuming that
the costs and benefits of misreporting have a simple linear-quadratic structure. The model of
reporting incentives is similar to Youle (2014), who also adopts a quadratic cost of deviating
from the truth, but we build on his framework in two significant ways. First, we allow the
incentives for misreporting to vary over time (in Youle’s estimation they are constant for
each bank); we treat these incentives as unobserved state variables and estimate them with
the Kalman filter. Second, we include the possibility that banks face a cost of submitting a
Libor quote that is much different from the average of other banks’ quotes on the same day.
This piece of the model, which captures a bank’s reluctance to appear as an outlier, provides
one mechanism through which Libor quotes can be highly correlated with aggregate credit
2

See McAndrews et al. (2008); Taylor and Williams (2009); Schwarz (2014); Gefang et al. (2011);
Wu (2011); Smith (2012); Filipović and Trolle (2013); and Christensen et al. (2014).
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risk even though they are not highly correlated with individual credit risk—a striking and
otherwise puzzling feature of the panel data.
Controlling for misreporting in this way, we find that the average levels of Libor-OIS spreads
during and after the financial crisis mostly consist of the liquidity component, and this
component tends to be relatively larger at longer maturities than at short maturities. We
estimate that liquidity improved significantly at shorter maturities in October 2008 and,
to a lesser extent, in December 2007, following Federal Reserve interventions in short-term
funding markets that targeted those maturities. However—outside of those episodes—we find
that most of the time-series variation in Libor spreads is driven by the credit-risk component.
This variation reflects changes both in credit risk itself (as captured by CDS spreads) and in
Libor’s sensitivity to that credit risk. Sensitivity to credit risk was particularly high in 2008
and 2009 and has often been close to zero since that time.
The effect of misreporting varies across time, maturities, and banks, but we estimate that it
was most pronounced during the height of the crisis. Depending on their motives, banks may
have either under- or over-reported their funding costs at any point in time, so that the overall
effect on the aggregate Libor rate is ambiguous. In terms of the parameters of our structural
model, we estimate that banks consistently perceived the cost of reporting a value different
from the average of other banks as being significantly greater than the cost of reporting
a value different from the truth, explaining why the time-series correlation between Libor
quotes and CDS spreads is much higher than the cross-sectional correlation. It appears that
the incidence of misreporting has declined over time, consistent with a regulatory crackdown
on this activity. Nonetheless, through the end of the sample it continues to be the case that
individual Libor submissions bear little relation to individual CDS spreads, implying that
considerable noise remains in the reporting process. 3
Relative to the studies of aggregate bank-funding spreads mentioned above, our paper contributes in three key ways. First, we correct for misreporting. Since we find that the effects of
misreporting are at times large, this correction is important. Second, we allow the sensitivity
of Libor to credit risk to vary over time, whereas previous studies of this relationship—for
example, the many papers that simply regress aggregate Libor spreads on aggregate CDS
indices—have treated it as constant. Our finding that sensitivity varies significantly suggests
that those models are misspecified. Finally, our use of panel data addresses an identification problem that cannot be solved with time-series data except by appeal to untestable
assumptions. In particular, Taylor and Williams (2009) argue that the widening of LiborOIS spreads during the crisis mostly reflected a decline in the perceived creditworthiness of
borrowing banks and that Federal Reserve lending facilities, which primarily served to inject
liquidity into the market, could therefore not have had much impact. But, as pointed out by
Schwarz (2014) and others, Taylor and Williams’s finding relies on their treatment of liquidity as a regression residual, which effectively attributes the maximum possible importance to
credit risk. Other papers address this issue by imposing term structure restrictions (Smith
(2012); Filipović and Trolle (2013); Christensen et al. (2014)), by proxying liquidity in var3

For a recent discussion of policy considerations surrounding Libor reform, see Duffie and Stein
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ious ways Schwarz (2014), or by using other time-series techniques (for example, Gefang et
al. (2011)). 4
Our paper also relates to the literature that tests for interbank market discipline in panel
and cross-sectional bank-level data [e.g., Furfine (2001); Ashcraft and Bleakley (2006); King
(2008)]. Like those studies, but using a novel dataset and approach, we demonstrate that
credit risk is priced in the bank funding market, although the degree varies over time. It is
particularly interesting to compare our results to Afonso et al. (2011), who regress borrowing
rates inferred from Fedwire transactions against credit-risk measures based on call report
data. As they do, we estimate that the sensitivity of individual banks’ borrowing costs to
their credit risk increased in the immediate wake of the Lehman failure. However, we also
estimate that this sensitivity subsequently retreated and was close to zero by the end of our
sample. Moreover, we find that the importance of the liquidity premium for funding costs
was at least as large, even during the height of the crisis.
The paper proceeds as follows. We begin in the following section by reviewing the construction and matching of the Libor and CDS data, and we motivate the model of misreporting
that follows by pointing out certain features of these data that are hard to reconcile. In Section 3, we develop a simple theoretical model to motivate and help interpret our empirical
tests. Section 4 describes the econometric procedure used to identify the credit-risk, liquidity,
and misreporting components, and Section 5 presents the results. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2

Background and Data

2.1 Construction of the Data

Libor is calculated based on a daily survey of a panel of large banks in North America,
Europe, and Japan. Prior to 2014, this survey was conducted by the British Bankers Association; it is now administered by Intercontinental Exchange. The survey question is: “At what
rate could you borrow funds, were you to do so by asking for and then accepting inter-bank
offers in a reasonable market size just prior to 11 am?” Every day, this question is answered
by a respondent at each of the panel banks for ten maturities (up to one year) and five currencies. The composition of the survey panel varies across currencies and also changes over
time. The aggregate value that is published as “the” Libor reference rate for each currency
at each maturity on each day is calculated as the trimmed mean of the survey responses,
4

Gefang et al. (2011) also use panel data on CDS and Libor quotes, but they do not match these
data at the bank level as we do. Rather, they model credit risk as due to a single unobserved factor,
which drives both Libor and CDS with different loadings at each bank. Thus, their identification
comes mostly from the time-series component of the data.
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Bank
Bank of America
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi
Barclays
BNP Paribas
Citibank
Credit Agricole
Credit Suisse
Deutsche Bank
HSBC
JP Morgan Chase
Norinchukin Bank
Rabobank
Royal Bank of Canada
Royal Bank of Scotland
Societe Generale
Somitomo Mitsui
UBS

First date in sample
8/1/2007
8/1/2007
8/1/2007
2/1/2011
8/1/2007
2/1/2011
5/23/2008
8/1/2007
8/2/2007
8/1/2007
8/2/2007
8/1/2007
8/1/2007
8/14/2007
2/9/2009
2/1/2011
8/1/2007

Last date in sample
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
8/25/2009
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013
6/28/2013

Table 1
Composition of sample data

where the trimming excludes the 25% highest and 25% lowest submissions rounded to the
nearest integer number of respondents. 5
The primary data used in this paper consist of the daily bank-level dollar Libor quotes and
matched CDS spreads on a subset of the dollar-Libor-panel banks for maturities up to one
year. We obtain CDS quotes for the senior debt of the banks from Markit and the Libor data
from Bloomberg. We have Libor quotes for every bank that was in the panel at each point in
time, but we only use a subset of these quotes because a few banks did not always have CDS
traded in sufficient depth for Markit to report their spreads. The firms for which we have
the most data have Libor quotes dating back to the late 1990s, and CDS data beginning in
2001. However, as shown below, there is virtually no interesting variation in either variable
prior to the crisis; we therefore focus our analysis on the period beginning in August 2007.
By the middle of that month, our CDS data include twelve of the sixteen banks that were
on the dollar Libor panel at the time. By the end of our sample, in June 2013, the panel
had grown to eighteen banks, and we have CDS data for seventeen of them. We exclude one
bank, Lloyds, because even though some CDS data exist for this institution they are too
sparse to allow us to run our model reliably. (For example, we only have a six-month CDS
quote for Lloyds on a single day of our sample period.) Table 1 provides information on the
composition of our dataset over time. 6
5

According to the BBA, the panels of banks are selected to reflect three principles: (1) “scale of
market activity,” (2) credit rating, and (3) “perceived expertise in the currency concerned.” Prior to
the first round of reforms requested by the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority, Libor was reported
for ten currencies and fifteen maturities.
6 We end our sample in June 2013 because reforms in the reporting procedures for Libor were
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Fig. 1. Dispersion of Libos-OIS Submissions

During normal times, term Libor rates primarily reflect the market expectation of the path
of short-term interest rates, perhaps with some term premium adjustment. To eliminate this
component, we follow standard practice and subtract OIS rates, matched by maturity, from
each bank’s Libor quote on each day. 7 OIS rates are obtained from Bloomberg. We refer to
the difference between Libor quotes and OIS rates as “LOIS” spreads.
For accurate comparison, we need to match the maturity of the CDS and Libor submissions.
While we have both CDS and Libor quotes at the six-month and twelve-month horizons, CDS
are not generally quoted for maturities shorter than this. Moreover, the six- and twelve-month
CDS contracts may be less liquid than their more-popular five-year counterparts, and it may
therefore be advantageous to make use of the information in longer-maturity quotes as well.
We therefore fit a CDS curve for each bank on each day using the form described in Nelson
and Siegel (1987) and data on CDS contracts with maturities of 6 months and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
7, 10, 15, 20, and 30 years. To be sure that we fit the short end of this curve most accurately,
we perform the estimation weighting each CDS quote by the inverse of its maturity, and
we exclude any observation for which the 6- or 12-month CDS quote is missing. We then
use fitted values from these curves to extract CDS spreads at the one-week, one-month,
three-month, six-month, and twelve-month maturities for each bank on each day.

implemented at that time, likely changing the determination of those rates.
7 For most of our sample period, with overnight rates close to zero and generally expected to
remain there for a year or more, OIS rates were negligible relative to the level of Libor.
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Fig. 2. Dispersion of Nelson-Seigelized CDS Quotes

2.2 Empirical Features of Libor and CDS Spreads
To illustrate some key features of these data, Figures 1 and 2 plot the 1-week and 12-month
LOIS spreads and (Nelson-Seigelized) CDS quotes, respectively. In each case, the solid lines
show the cross-sectional average on each day, and the dashed lines show the range across
banks.
The LOIS and CDS data have some clear commonalities. They both are very close to zero
with little cross-sectional variation prior to August 2007. After that time, the average levels
of both series rise significantly, and the dispersion widens. We see increases in both series
after the default of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, as well as smaller increases around
the times of tensions in Europe in mid-2010 and late 2011. These comovements might suggest
that at least part of the reason for the movement in LOIS has to do with the same credit-risk
factors that are driving CDS spreads.
However, there are also some important differences between the two series. Most significantly,
the term spread for LOIS widens substantially in the post-2007 period—the difference between the 1-month and 12-month series rises to over 150 basis points in 2009—whereas the
term spread in CDS remains close to zero, at least on average. 8 Thus, at least at this
superficial level, it does not seem that credit risk can fully account for the widening of both
short- and long-term LOIS spreads. In addition, there are distinct differences in the timing
and relative magnitudes of movements in the two series. For example, the jump in LOIS
8

The flatness of the CDS curve between the 1- and 12-month rates shown in the figure is based
extrapolation from our Nelson-Seigel curves. However, because the NS curves are fit with a higher
weight on short maturities, they derive most of their slope information from the 6-, 12-, and 24month-maturity data. Thus, the flatness of the CDS curve in the figure reflects the fact that actual
CDS quotes across these short maturities are typically very close to one another.
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional Relationship between Libor-OIS and CDS

spreads in August 2007 is quite abrupt, while that in CDS spreads is more gradual; after the
collapse of Lehman, both spreads widen, but the LOIS spread peaks relatively quickly, in
October 2008, while the average CDS spread does not peak until mid-2009; and during the
European crisis in 2011, CDS spreads widen to about the same levels that they had reached
in the aftermath of Lehman, but LOIS spreads widen by a much smaller amount than they
had in 2008. Finally, while the cross-sectional variation of the LOIS spreads does increase
somewhat after August 2007, the increase in the dispersion of the CDS spreads is far more
dramatic. For example, the coefficient of variation for the 12-month CDS spread averages
0.5 after that date, while that for the corresponding LOIS spread averages just 0.1. 9
Figure 3 illustrates the cross-sectional relationship between LOIS and CDS by scatterplotting the yearly average of the two series, year by year, for the six-month maturity. It is
clear from these figures that the cross-sectional correlation between LOIS and CDS spreads is
weak at best. 10 Table 2 examines this correlation more systematically by reporting, for each
maturity, averages of the daily cross-sectional correlation between LOIS and CDS spreads.
Since the relationship could in principle be nonlinear, both Pearson and Spearman correlations are reported. Cross-sectional correlations are slightly stronger at longer maturities
than at shorter maturities, but across the term structure they are generally very close to
zero.
The weak correlation between LOIS and CDS spreads in the cross section is puzzling because,
broadly speaking, interbank lenders to a given bank and the writers of CDS contracts on
that bank face losses in the sames states of the world. In the United States, for example,
the National Depositor Preference Act of 1993 treats both bonds and interbank loans as
“general or senior liabilities,” which stand together in the same place in line in the event of
insolvency (after depositors but before subordinated debtholders) and, at least in principle,
receive the same pro rata recovery rate. 11 Even where expected recovery rates differ (as we
9

Kuo et al. (2012) show that Libor quotes also tend to be less dispersed than other measures of
funding costs for the same set of banks.
10 Michaud and Upper (2008) also note the weak cross-sectional correlation between CDS and Libor
quotes.
11 See Federal Deposit Insurance Act Section 11(d) (https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/rules/1000-
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Maturity
1 week
1 month
3 month
6 month
12 month

Pearson
0.009
-0.010
-0.012
0.080
0.138

Spearman
0.010
0.003
0.009
0.091
0.141

Table 2
Average daily cross-sectional correlations between Libor quotes and CDS spreads. All sample banks,
8/1/2007 - 6/28/2013.

allow for in the model of Section 3), default on one claim should still imply default on the
other, so we would still generally expect the correlation between the two spreads to be very
high. Furthermore, it seems particularly odd that the spreads should not be correlated in
the cross section given the strong correlation that the aggregate series display over time.
On its face, that observation would seem to suggest that lending banks demand a premium
to compensate them for the overall risk of the banking sector but not for the risk of the
particular banks they are lending to.
It is tempting to appeal to information assymetries to explain these discrepancies, as in the
model of Heider et al. (2009). But this cannot be the whole story because interbank lenders
generally have access to contemporaneous CDS quotes when negotiating lending terms, and,
during our sample period, CDS dealers also had access to contemporaneous bank-level Libor
submissions. 12 Indeed, many of the lending banks in the interbank market are the very
banks that are also making markets in CDS, and the same information sets should thus be
priced into both instruments. An alternative possibility, considered below, is that at least
part of the discrepancy between LOIS and CDS spreads might be due to banks not reporting
their true funding costs in the Libor survey.

2.3 Libor Misreporting

In the spring of 2008, the Wall Street Journal published a series of articles calling into
question the veracity of Libor quotes. 13 The Journal articles pointed to the weakening relationship between Libor and CDS quotes specifically as prima facie evidence of misreporting:
Until recently, the cost of insuring against banks defaulting on their debts moved largely
in tandem with Libor – both rose when the market thought banks were in trouble. But
beginning in late January [2008], as fears grew about possible bank failures, the two mea1220.html#fdic10Note00sec.11d).
12 Beginning in July 2013, the bank-level Libor data were released only with a three-month lag.
13 Mollenkamp, C., “Bankers Cast Doubt on Key Rate Amid Crisis.” Wall Street Journal, 16 April
2008; Mollenkamp, C. and Whitehouse, M., “Study Casts Doubt on Key Rate,” Wall Street Journal,
29 May 2008. According to the articles, speculation about significant misreporting had already been
circulating privately among market participants for several months.

9

sures began to diverge, with reported Libor rates failing to reflect rising default-insurance
costs, the Journal analysis shows.
The authors went on to point out several specific banks for which Libor quotes seemed
particularly out of line with CDS spreads and speculated that “one possible explanation for
the gap is that banks understated their borrowing rates.” They also noted with suspicion
the relatively low cross-sectional variance that we observed above:
At times of market turmoil, banks face a dilemma. If any bank submits a much higher
rate than its peers, it risks looking like it’s in financial trouble. So banks have an incentive
to play it safe by reporting something similar – which would cause the reported rates to
cluster together.
Subsequent to the Wall Street Journal story, most of the banks on the Libor panel have
been investigated and several have settled allegations of malfeasance with U.S. and U.K
authorities, collectively paying billions of dollars in fines. In addition, several individual
bankers face criminal charges, with at least two having already pled guilty, and numerous
civil suits have been filed. Some of these suits reflect alleged losses to government entities,
including some U.S. state and local governments that had large interest-rate swaps positions
linked to Libor, and the FDIC, which claims that several depository institutions that failed
during the financial crisis suffered Libor-related losses that are now being passed on to
taxpayers through the deposit-insurance fund. Meawhile, U.K. regulators have undertaken a
set of reforms of the reporting process intended to discourage future misreporting (Wheatly,
2012). 14
In addition to reputational concerns, banks may have direct financial incentives to misreport.
Many of the banks on the Libor panel make markets or hold positions in Libor-linked financial products, such as interest rate derivatives and syndicated loans. If large enough, such
positions could net the banks, their clients, or their traders substantial sums of money in
short periods of time, even from a few-basis-point move in Libor. The incidence of positiondriven misreporting is attested to by the numerous exchanges between Libor respondents
and traders that have come to light through the recent legal investigations, in which Libor
submitters repeatedly submit to requests from traders at their banks for particular configurations of Libor quotes. 15

14

The information in this paragraph was current as of October 2014 and verified at
http://graphics.wsj.com/libor-network/#item=Hayes. In addition to the banks noted in the table, the inter-dealer brokers ICAP and R.P. Martin have paid penalties to U.S. and European
authorities for helping to facilitate and coordinate rate setting across banks. We note that some
of the penalties and prosecutions that have taken place have to do with Libor misreporting in
currencies other than U.S. dollars, which we do not analyze.
15 See, for example, Vaughan, L. and Finch, G., “Secret Libor Transcripts Expose Trader RateManipulation.” Bloomberg, 13 Dec. 2012. Gandhi et al. (2012) estimate that the panel banks
collectively gained $23 billion from position-driven manipulation over the 2005-2009 period.
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Misreporting can potentially explain the low dispersion of Libor quotes and the weak crosssectional correlation between LOIS and CDS spreads. It may also explain how these spreads
can still be strongly correlated in the time series. If reporting banks perceive a cost to showing
up as outliers—perhaps because of reputational risk or potential regulatory scrutiny—they
may have an incentive, all else equal, to write down numbers that are close to the numbers
they believe other banks are going to write down on any given day. Thus, average CDS
spreads can act as an attractor for LOIS spreads, even if individual bank CDS are only
weakly correlated with individual LOIS.
In the wake of the scandal, a small literature has emerged on Libor misreporing. On the
empirical side, Kuo et al. (2012) find that banks’ bids for funding at the Federal Reserve’s
Term Auction Facility (which should have strictly dominated borrowing in the interbank
market) were higher on average than their Libor submissions, suggesting underreporting
during this period. Abrantes-Metz et al. (2012) computed summary statistics for bank-level
(non-maturity matched) Libor rates and CDS spreads, for certain periods in 2008 and found
it difficult to detect evidence of manipulation, but Gandhi et al. (2013) found that bank
exposures to Libor-linked products were significantly correlated with their Libor quotes. Eisl
et al. (2014) examine the properties of the bank-level Libor submissions in an attempt to
evaluate how alternative reporting and aggregation schemes might affect outcomes.
Meanwhile, theoretical work has largely focused on the game played by banks in setting
rates and the consequences for the shape of the resulting rate distribution [Snider and Youle
(2012); Chen (2013); Youle (2014)]. These models have had less to say about the quantitative
effects on the aggregate Libor rate and virtually nothing to say about how those effects could
vary over time. In addition, the theoretical literature to date has focused almost exclusively
on the cost of lying, rather than the cost of deviating from the group. The discussion above
suggests that the latter may be important. We next develop a simple model that incorporates
this incentive and that also connects misreporting to the liquidity and credit risk components
discussed earlier.

3

A Model of Credit Risk, Liquidity, and Misreporting

In this section, we develop a model of Libor determination to help motivate and interpret
our empirical tests. Although it is quite stripped down, the funding-cost portion of the model
shares the intuition of many other models of the interbank market, with banks choosing their
reserve holdings to cover expected liquidity needs [e.g., Allen et al. (2009); Eisenschmidt and
Tapking (2009)]. The misreporting portion borrows features from Youle (2014) but, as noted
above, also introduces an incentive for banks not to deviate too far from other banks when
they report.
Consider a representative risk-neutral bank with unit measure of assets to invest and two
investment opportunities: holding cash reserves or lending to I potential borrowing banks.
We assume that the level of reserves is fixed by the central bank and that reserve holdings
11

are remunerated at the gross risk-free rate R. To conserve notation, we develop the model
for a contract of a single maturity (one “period”). We also supress time subscripts for the
moment, although in our estimation the structural parameters of the model will be allowed
to change in every period and to differ across maturities.
The lending bank faces two sources of risk. First, any funds it lends in the interbank market
may be defaulted on. Specifically, a loan to bank i defaults with probability ρi . In the event
of default, the lending bank loses a fraction δ L of the loan and interest. For simplicity, we
assume that these conditional loss rates are identical across borrowing banks, though this is
not essential. Thus, the expected return on a loan is

ri =



ρi + (1 − ρi )δ L
pLi



(1)

where pLi is the price of an interbank loan to bank i that promises to pay $1 in the non-default
state. Collect the returns in the vector r and the default probabilities in the vector ρ.
The second source of risk faced by the lending bank is a random cash outflow during the
period over which its interbank loans are outstanding. Let this outflow be distributed over
the support [0, 1] with density f . If the cash outflow exceeds the level of reserves that the
bank has chosen to hold, the bank pays a cost k. This cost could reflect the cost of asset
firesales, borrowing from the central bank, or, in the extreme, bankruptcy. The implications
of our model are essentially unchanged if we allow for multiple lending banks, each with a
different distribution f .
The lending bank’s objective function is



max xR + (1 − x) w′ r − k
x,w



Z1
x

f (ξ)dξ





(2)

subject to

0≤x ≤1
0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 ∀i
where the vector w = ( w1 ... wI ) contains the portfolio weights allocated to each potential
borrowing bank. The first-order condition immediately implies that the equilibrium price of
a loan to any bank i satisfies

pLi =

1 − δ L ρi
R (1 + kf (x∗ ))
12

(3)

where x∗ is the lending bank’s optimal cash holding.
Meanwhile, following similar logic, a CDS contract that insures $1 of bonds against default
for one period is priced as
B
pC
i = 1 − δ ρi

(4)

where δ B is the conditional loss rate on bank bonds. Note that we assume that bonds and
interbank loans default in the same states of the world but may have different loss rates
given default.
Since interest rates are given by negative log loan prices, for empirically relevant values of
the parameters the spread of interbank loans over the risk-free rate can be written as
Li ≈ λ + φCi

(5)

L

where λ ≡ kf (x∗ ), φ ≡ δδB , and Ci = − log pC
i is the CDS spread for bank i. If one measures
the risk-free rate as the OIS rate, (5) is essentially the specification estimated by Taylor and
Williams (2009) and others, who have interpreted λ as reflecting funding-market “liquidity”
and φCi as reflecting counterparty credit risk. Our model gives the parameters of this reduced
form a bit more structural footing. Specifically, in this stylized model, λ is the expected
marginal cost of a cash shortfall among lending banks, and φ is the relative conditional loss
rates for bondholders and interbank lenders.
To allow for potential misreporting in this framework, we distinguish between each bank
b . The bank’s
i’s “true” funding cost Li and the cost that it reports for Libor purposes L
i
reported value for Libor purposes may reflect several considerations, including that the bank
may have a portfolio-specific reason to distort Libor in one direction or the other. Except at
the trimming quantiles, the marginal effect of any bank’s quote on aggregate Libor is constant
(either zero or 2/I), so we assume that the benefits from distortion are approximately linear.
We also consider that banks may receive reputational or signaling benefits from reporting a
b at each point in
low value for Libor. Again, we assume that these benefits are linear in L
i
time. Thus, in any period, both incentives to misreport are captured by an expression of the
form
b
misreporting benefitsi = γ1,i L
i

(6)

In theory, the marginal benefit of misreporting γ1,i can take either sign.
We assume that each bank may face a quadratic cost of reporting a value far away from the
truth. This cost, which is similar to the form adopted by Youle (2014), may reflect potential
regulatory or legal penalties, or simply the psychological and moral costs of lying. We define
“far away from the truth” in terms of the cross-sectional dispersion of Libor quotes at each
13

point in time. This reflects, in part, the idea that the probability of a lie being detected is
likely lower when there is more heterogeneity in the market. Thus, we have:


2

b
γ2 Li − Li
h i
cost of lyingi =
b
2 std L
i

(7)

For simplicity, we assume that the parameter γ2 ≥ 0 is the same across banks, although this
assumption could be relaxed.
As discussed above, we also allow for the possibility that banks may worry that reporting a
value much different from other banks (in either direction) may bring unwanted scrutiny by
markets or regulators. We capture this incentive with a second cost function:

cost of being an outlieri =



b
L

b
−L

2

i
γ3
h i
b
2 std L
i

(8)

b is the cross-sectional mean of Libor quotes. We assume that the moments
where γ3 ≥ 0 and L
b and std[L]
b are known to all banks when they do their optimization. Since traders usually
L
have a good sense of the conditions in the day’s market before submitting their quotes, this
seems a reasonable approximation. 16
b , to maximize benefits less costs in each period. One can
Each borrowing bank chooses L
i
show (see appendix A) that this optimization results in an equilibrium average Libor rate
that is given by

b = λ + φC +
L

h i
γ1
b
std L
i
γ2

(9)

where C is the cross-sectional mean of the CDS spreads and γ 1 is the cross-sectional mean of
γ1,i . (From here on, we ignore the approximation error due to Jensen’s inequality in equation
(5).) The first two terms on the right-hand side of this equation are the liquidity and creditrisk components of the average Libor. If banks always reported the truth, the average Libor
rate on any given day would be the sum of those two components. The last term is thus the
bias that is introduced by misreporting. The magnitude of this bias is larger, all else equal,
16

For example, in its May 29, 2008 article, the Wall Street Journal noted, “When posting rates to
the BBA [British Banker’s Association], the 16 panel banks don’t operate in a vacuum. In the hours
before banks report their rates, their traders can phone brokers at firms such as Tullett Prebon
PLC, ICAP PLC and Compagnie Financière Tradition to get estimates of where brokers perceive
the loan market to be.”
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when the average benefits of misreporting are larger, when the costs of lying are smaller,
and when there is more cross-sectional dispersion in Libor quotes. 17
b ] that appears in equation (9) is endogenous. Substituting it
The dispersion of quotes std[L
i
out reveals that bank-level Libor quotes can be written in reduced form as a linear function
of the liquidity premium, bank-level CDS spreads, and the cross-sectional mean and standard
deviation of all banks’ CDS. In particular:


b = λ + φC + β σ + β C − C
L
i
i
1i
2
i



(10)

where the β terms are nonlinear combinations of the structural parameters φ, γ1,i (for all
i), γ2 , and γ3 , and σ is the cross-sectional standard deviation of CDS quotes. 18 It is this
equation that will be the target of our estimation.
Since our estimation will allow us to infer λ and φ on each day and at each maturity, equation
(10) allows us estimate each bank’s “true” Libor values and thus to infer the bias in Libor
quotes. Although we cannot back out each of the individual γ’s, we can use the estimates
to say some things about their relative values—for example, β1,i happens to be linear in γ1,i
on each day. Of course, if we can back out “true” Libor rates as econometricians, we should
recognize the possibility that market participants can also do it. Our model is essentially
unchanged if we permit all banks to have full knowledge of all of the Li in real time. Of course,
in this case, it would not make sense to consider reputational benefits of misreporting, but
equation (6) still holds as an approximation to possible trading gains.

4

Estimation

We estimate the model by treating equation (10) as a measurement equation for each bank
at each maturity and allowing the parameters of these equations to vary over time. We
introduce the subscript m to indicate a contract’s maturity and the subscript t to indicate
calendar time. (Thus, for example, bank i’s m-period reported LOIS spread at time t is
b .) Specifically, we estimate
denoted L
imt




b
L
imt = λmt + φt Cimt + β1,imt σmt + β2,t Cimt − C mt + ǫimt

(11)

where ǫimt is a normally distributed iid error, for each i and m in our sample. Since these
equations are linear in the observables Cimt , σmt , and C mt , we can use the Kalman filter to
b
For modeling purposes, we take the ”aggregate” Libor rate to be the cross-sectional mean L.
We note that this is not the same as the published figure, which is a trimmed mean, although in
practice the difference is typically small.
18 See appendix A for derivation.
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infer the values of the time-varying parameters λmt , φt , β1,imt , and β2,t (for all i and m), the
behavior of which we approximate as random walks. Estimation is joint over all 17 banks
and 5 maturities, and we thus have 85 measurement equations and 92 states.
Note that we have imposed a few cross-equation restrictions to reduce the dimension of
the system. First, we assume that φt is the same across all maturities. This assumption
follows from our structural interpretation of φ as the ratio of recovery rates, together with
an assumption that, given default, the recovery on a given claim is independent of the
maturity of that claim. Second, we assume that β2t is the same across all maturities. As
shown in appendix A, this parameter is a combination of φ, γ2 and γ3 . Since we have already
assumed that φt is independent of maturity, the assumption that β2t does not vary with m is
tantamount to assuming that the cost parameters γ2 and γ3 do not vary with m. We think
this is a reasonable restriction if these costs reflect primarily reputational and regulatory
penalties, since there is no obvious reason that markets or regulators should care about
which maturities banks are lying about. Importantly, note that we allow β1,imt to vary across
all three dimensions—time, maturity, and institution. This high degree of flexibility reflects
the possibility that each bank’s incentives to misreport may be different from all others’
on any given day, and that, even at a particular bank on a particular day, there could be
different benefits to be had by misreporting in different ways for different maturities. (In
terms of the structural model, the bank-level variation in β1,imt derives from that in γ1,imt ).
The fixed parameters of the model are estimated by Gibbs sampling, following Kim and
Nelson (1999), much in the style of the state-space modeling used in the time-varying vector
autoregression literature [e.g. Cogley and Sargent (2002)]. As noted earlier, some observations
are missing for some banks, either because we lack CDS data or because banks entered or
departed the Libor panel. Missing observations are handled through the Kalman-filter-based
imputation procedure developed in Aruoba et al. (2009). This process starts with the initial
data that has missing values and uses a matrix, noted Wt in that paper, to eliminate missing
observations, creating a situation where the left- and right-hand variables in the observation
equation within the filter are of a different size in each period. In our application, firms will
be missing for a given observation either because they have no LOIS or CDS data for that
period. Denoting the number of firms with data at time t with Jt and stacking the data across
firms and maturities at each point in time, the measurement equations of the state-space
representation (11) can be written compactly as

b =X θ +ε
L
t
t t
t

(12)

b is the 5J ×1 vector of Libor submissions across banks and maturities (recall that we
where L
t
t
are using data from five different maturities for each firm), Xt is the matrix of independent
variables, and θt is the vector of time-varying coefficients. Xt is 5Jt ×92 and has the structure



Xt = I5 ⊗ 1Jt ΣCmt Ct
16

h

Ct − Ct

i

(13)

where Ik is the k-dimensional identity matrix, 1Jt is a vector of ones of length Jt , ΣCmt is a
5Jt × 5Jt block-diagonal matrix, where each block is itself a diagonal matrix in which each
of the Jt elements is a copy of σmt —the cross-sectional standard deviation of CDS spreads
for maturity m at time t, Ct is the 5Jt × 1 vector containing the Cimt ’s, and Ct is the 5Jt × 1
containing the C mt ’s stacked on top of each other (five vectors stacked on each other each of
which is Cmt ∗ 1Jt for each maturity m).
We treat the coefficient vector as a hidden state vector that evolves according to
f (θt+1 |θt , Q) ∼ N(θt , Q).

(14)

where Q is the 92 × 92 covariance matrix of innovations in the state transition equation.
Thus f (θt+1 |θt , Q) can be represented as the driftless random walk
θt = θt−1 + νt

(15)

where νt ∼ N(0, Q). We assume that the measurement errors εt are identically and independently distributed normal random variables with mean zero and covariance matrix R,
and, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the estimation, we follow standard practice by
assuming that εt and νt are uncorrelated. Further, we assume that the covariance matrices
R and Q themselves are also diagonal. 19
We assume that the hyperparameters R and Q and the initial state θ0 are independent from
each other, that the initial state is a normal random variable with mean θ̄0 and covariance
matrix P̄0 . We set the initial mean θ̄0 to line up with a world in which the true LOIS spread
is derived from the individual-firm CDS with identical recovery rates between bondholders
and interbank lenders. That is, we set the mean of φ0 equal to 1. In light of results by
Youle (2013) and others, we set the intial mean of β1,i equal to -1, implying a small amount
of misreporting on average. However, we make these initial distributions quite flat, with
a covariance of matrix of P̄0 that has values of 10 along the diagonal and 5 along the
off-diagonals. (Reasonable variants on these choices do not change the qualitative results
reported below.) The prior parameterization of the hyperparameters R and Q are also set
to diffuse values; each element of the diagonal is an inverse gamma with a single degree
of freedom and shape parameters of 10−4 . By making these priors very flat, we allow the
data to drive the shape and position of the posterior distributions. We use a two-step Gibbs
algorithm: (1) states given hyperparameters and (2) hyperparameters given states. See Kim
and Nelson (1999) for details concerning the construction of the posterior distributions.
In our baseline results presented below, we estimate the model on weekly averages of the
daily data. If our specification were the true data-generating process, the frequency of the
data used should make no systematic difference for our estimates. However, if the model
19

The assumption of a diagonal R greatly facilitates the MCMC procedure in the presence of
missing data.
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Fig. 4. Estimated Liquidity Premia Across Maturities

is misspecified—say, because the true state variables do not follow pure random walks—
different choices for the time aggregation can matter. Our choice of weekly data as the
baseline reflects a desire to minimize the high-frequency noise that seems to attend some
of the daily data while still allowing the parameters to move rapidly enough to realistically
capture the market’s behavior. We have also run the model on monthly data with very
similar results. Running the model on the daily data yields results that are similar in broad
strokes but appear more dependent on priors and other details of the model specification.
This may confirm that the daily data involve some high-frequency noise that disappears at
higher levels of time aggregation.

5

Results

5.1 State Variable Estimates
Figure 4 shows our estimates of the liquidity premia λm,t across maturities by plotting the
medians of the posterior distributions. These premia are fairly tightly estimated and almost
always significantly different from zero. For example, Figure 5 shows the 3-month liquidity
premium, with 2-standard-error bands, and compares it to the corresponding average LOIS
spread.
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Fig. 5. 3-month liquidity premium and Libor-OIS spread

Liquidity premia are almost always monotonically increasing in maturity. This is perhaps
not surprising given Figures 1 and 2, which showed the steep term structure of LOIS spreads
that was not matched by the term structure of the CDS data. The one-week and one-month
liquidity premia drop precipitously, and indeed take negative values, in mid-October, 2008.
This observation, to which we return later, suggests that Federal Reserve interventions in
funding markets around this time significantly ameliorated liquidity strains at short maturities. On the other hand, even through the end of the sample, the 6- and 12-month liquidity
premia remain quite elevated relative to historical experience.
Figure 6 shows the estimated aggregate credit-risk components φt C mt , and Figure 7 shows
the time-varying coefficient φt , with two-standard-error bands. Unlike liquidity, credit risk
exhibits virtually no differences across maturities. This result is a consequence both of our
assumption that relative conditional loss rates do not depend on maturity and the shape of
the observed CDS curves, which, as noted earlier, tend to be quite flat at the short end.
We find that, although the credit-risk spread contributes significantly to LOIS spreads during
certain episodes, it spends a significant amount of time indifferent from zero. Under the
structural interpretation of our model, interbank lenders appear to perceive conditional loss
rates of less than half of those of CDS holders most of the time, but that perception changes
rapidly at times. In other words, the data seem to want significant variation over time in the
degree to which credit risk is priced in Libor.
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Specifically, credit risk sensitivity spikes during two relatively brief episodes. The first episode
is at the beginning of the financial crisis, when we estimate φt to jump to a value of approximately 5; there was only a modest effect of this jump on aggregate LOIS spreads because
the value of C mt was very low at that time across maturities. The second episode follows the
Lehman bankruptcy. We estimate that the credit-risk component of LOIS spreads (Figure
6) increased sharply due to the combination of the spike in φt and the increase in CDS
spreads. 20 (In contrast, the notable rise in the credit risk premium a few months later,
around the time of the first round of Federal Reserve bank stress tests, was due entirely to
an increase in C mt , as φt remained constant at a moderate level.)
Figure 8 plots, at each maturity, the interquartile range of our point estimates of the reporting
bias across banks. (This quantity is calculated as the sum of the last two terms in equation
(10).) We find that misreporting varies considerably across banks, maturity, and time. On
average, it is slightly negative, consistent with previous empirical work, but we cannot say for
certain how it affected aggregate Libor reference rates because of the nonlinearities associated
with the way those rates are constructed. In any case, the more striking feature of our
20

Afonso et al. (2011) use entirely different measures of bank funding costs and credit risk—and
a broader sample of banks—to examine the response of the interbank market immediately after
Lehman. Their results are consistent with ours in the sense that they conclude that sensitivity to
credit risk increased during this period, although they argue that most of this sensitivity took the
form of quantity rationing rather than differences in spreads.
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estimates is that, during times of financial stress, banks appear to have misreported across
a range of values, both positive and negative. This could suggest that trading profits (which
could bias quotes in either direction) outweighed reputational concerns (which should only
bias quotes downward), at least in some cases. The finding that this occurred more often
during crisis periods is consistent with banks misreporting being opportunistic. However, we
also estimate that misreporting biases were considerably smaller in the stress period of 2011
than they were in 2008-2009, even though the levels and dispersion of CDS spreads were
similar in both periods, perhaps suggesting that banks have made more of an effort to report
correctly in an environment of enhanced attention to this problem.
Figure 9 shows our median estimate of the ratio of γ2,t , to γ3,t , together with the 5th and 95th
percentiles. This estimate is always statistically and economically close to zero, implying that
the perceived cost of differing from other banks is much greater than the perceived cost of
lying per se. This finding helps to explain the relatively tight cross-sectional variance of LOIS
spreads compared to that of CDS spreads through both the numerator and the denominator
of the ratio. All else equal, a value of γ2 close to zero implies that banks do not vary their
reported Libor quotes commensurately with their credit risk; meanwhile, a high value of γ3
implies that all banks want to report similar values.
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5.2 Decompositions of LOIS spreads

Table 3 summarizes the relative contributions of the liquidity, credit-risk, and misreporting
components (based on our point estimates of λmt and φt ). The top panel reports these results
in terms of the average values (over time) of those components. The bottom panel reports
the average values of the ratios of the three components to our estimate of the average
of the ”true” LOIS spread—i.e., once we have removed the estimated misreporting bias.
The liquidity component dominates the true LOIS spread at all maturities greater than one
week. At the 12-month horizon, it accounts for 80% of the level of that spread. The average
misreporting component is modestly negative. It is similar in magnitude, on average, across
maturities, although, as a fraction of the spread itself it is less important at longer maturities.
Table 4 decomposes the time-series variance of the LOIS spread, making use of the approximation
h

i

h

i

2

var Lmt ≈ var [λmt ] + φ ∗2 var C mt + C∗m var [φt ]


h

i

h

+2 C∗m cov [λmt , φt ] + φ ∗ cov λmt , C mt + φ ∗ C∗m cov φt , C mt
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where φ∗ and C∗ are linearization points chosen to maximize the fit of the linear approximation with respect to the data. Each column of the table sums to the variance of the (true)
LOIS spread at each maturity, apart from approximation error from the linearization. Again,
this decomposition is performed using the medians of the distributions of our estimated state
variables.
Apart from the one-week maturity, the variance of LOIS spreads is dominated by the creditrisk terms. That is, although liquidity seems to be the largest component of longer-run
spreads on average, it is fluctuations in the credit-risk component that drive the movements
over time. In addition, movements in credit risk itself (as captured by CDS spreads) account
for only about half of this variation. The other half is due to movements in credit-risk
sensitivity, represented by the time-varying parameter φt . As noted above, fluctuations in φt
played a large role in driving LOIS spreads during the crisis. This variation would be missed
in specifications that assume a constant coefficient on CDS spreads.
At the one-week horizon and, to a lesser extent, at the one-month horizon, the covariance
terms in equation (16) contribute significantly to the variance of LOIS spreads, with a negative sign. In other words, negative correlation between the components of LOIS exerts a
dampening effect on its volatility at the very short end of the curve. This negative correlation
occurs primarily between the liquidity component λ and the aggregate CDS spread C, as
shown in Table 5. In contrast, at longer maturities, this correlation is moderately positive.
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1 wk 1 mn 3 mn 6 mn
Average value (pp)
liquidity
-0.002 0.080 0.255 0.444
0.248 0.251 0.257 0.266
credit risk
misreporting -0.053 -0.073 -0.071 -0.075
Average fraction of ”true” LOIS spread
liquidity
28%
56%
78%
81%
72%
44%
22%
19%
credit risk
misreporting -32%
-28%
-17%
-12%

12 mn
0.629
0.284
-0.066
79%
21%
-7%

Notes: The top panel shows the average level of each of the
indicated components of the average LOIS spread at each
maturity. The second panel shows the unweighted average
value of each component when normalized by the contemporaneous value of the bias-corrected LOIS spread. The contributions are calculated using the medians of the posterior
distributions of the estimates.

Table 3
Relative contributions of model components
λ
C
φ
Covariance terms

1 wk
0.100
0.068
0.058
-0.125

1 mn
0.050
0.067
0.059
-0.061

3 mn
0.016
0.065
0.062
0.030

6 mn
0.009
0.063
0.068
0.048

12 mn
0.023
0.060
0.085
-0.033

Notes: The table shows the approximate contribution of each of
the indicated components to the overall time-series variance of
the average LOIS spread at each maturity. Units are percentage
points squared. The contributions of λ and φ are calculated
using the medians of the posterior distributions of the estimates.

Table 4
Variance decomposition of the LIBOR-OIS spread

This suggests that times of high credit risk may also be times when banks prefer to shift
lending from long to short maturities or to shift borrowing from short to long maturities.
Finally, Table 6 reports the decomposition of LOIS spreads around some specific events that
garnered wide attention. The first event (”Beginning of crisis”) includes the suspension of
redemption of funds by BNP Paribas that marked the start of the 2007-08 financial crisis
and that corresponded to the sudden jump in LOIS spreads that was evident in Figure 1.
The table shows that, during the month of August 2007, LOIS spreads at most maturities
exhibited increases that were in the 99th percentile (given the distribution of such changes
in our sample). Our decomposition shows that a small part of these increases were due to a
deterioration in liquidity. Instead, most of the increase can be explained by the rise in φ.
In contrast, the second and third columns of the table show the breakdown for two episodes
in which the Federal Reserve responded to the crisis by introducing liquidity facilities. First,
in December 2007, the Fed introduced the Term Auction Facility (TAF), which made term
loans up to 90 days to depository institutions. In the weeks surrounding the TAF announce24

Correlation

1 wk
-69%

1 mn
-70%

3 mn
-26%

6 mn
37%

12 mn
40%

Notes: The table shows time-series correlations between
the average bank CDS spread and the median of the posterior distributions of our estimates of l at different maturities.

Table 5
Correlation of credit risk and liquidity factor

ment, LOIS spreads fell across the board. We attribute a sizable portion of the fall at the oneand three-month maturities to improved liquidity. (Again, movement in φ is also estimated to
have played a role.) Similarly, the Fed introduced or extended a host of liquidity facilities targeted at relatively short maturities in October 2008. 21 As shown in the third column, LOIS
spreads narrowed significantly around this time, and, at maturities of up to three months,
our model attributes most of this narrowing to an improvement in liquidity, consistent with
the Fed’s measures having the desired effect. Interestingly, in both the December 2007 and
October 2008 episodes, liquidity improvements at the short end of the term structure were
accompanied by deterioration at the long end. This could reflect a substitution by banks into
the maturities where the facilities were targeted and away from longer-term funding, which
was not generally supported by these programs.
CDS spreads did not move substantially in any of the above episodes. The final two columns
consider events in which they did. First, in May of 2009, the Federal Reserve announced
the results of the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (also known as the bank ”stress
tests”). These were generally regarded as successful, and bank CDS spreads narrowed significantly in response. Simultaneously, LOIS spreads narrowed, particularly at longer maturities,
and we estimate that this occurrance was entirely due to the improvement in credit risk; we
do not see any improvement in liquidity around this time. Similarly, we do not find a significant deterioration in liquidity in response to the turbulence in European sovereign debt
markets that arose in August 2011, even though bank CDS spreads widened dramatically.
Moreover, the CDS widening did not pass through to a significant degree into LOIS spreads
because our estimate of φ was near zero around this time.

21

These included the Commercial Paper Funding Facility, the Money Market Investor Funding
Facility, an increase in TAF lending, and new or increased liquidity swap lines with numerous
foreign central banks.
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1 wk
1 mn
LOIS 3 mn
6 mn
12 mn
1 wk
1 mn
λ
3 mn
6 mn
12 mn
1 wk
1 mn
C-bar 3 mn
6 mn
12 mn
φ

Beginning of crisis
Weeks of
8/1 - 8/29/07
0.496
0.529 **
0.541 ***
0.589 ***
0.454 ***
0.164
0.182
0.174 ***
0.194 ***
-0.035
0.004
0.005
0.007
0.010
0.014
4.207 ***

TAF
Weeks of
12/5/07 - 1/2/08
-0.273
-0.653 ***
-0.347 *
-0.222
-0.106
-0.019
-0.403 ***
-0.105 *
0.020
0.158 ***
-0.013
-0.011
-0.007
-0.003
-0.001
-1.054 *

Fed Facilities
Weeks of
10/1 - 11/5/08
-2.007
***
-1.004
***
-0.633
***
-0.356
*
-0.277
*
-1.838
***
-0.729
***
-0.240
***
0.056
***
0.281
***
0.015
-0.002
-0.044
-0.098
-0.180
-0.239

SCAP
Weeks of
4/29 - 5/20/09
-0.046
-0.124
-0.310 *
-0.333 **
-0.350 ***
0.352
0.157
-0.026
-0.016
-0.009
-0.801 ***
-0.807 ***
-0.818 ***
-0.824 ***
-0.817 ***
-0.063

European debt crisis
Weeks of
7/27 - 9/7/11
0.009
0.042
0.109
0.134
0.169
-0.113
-0.027
0.004
0.006
0.003
0.980 ***
0.991 ***
1.013 ***
1.034 ***
1.046 ***
0.198

Notes: The table shows cumulative changes in the LOIS spread and CDS spread data and in the medians of the posterior
distributions of our state-variable estimates during certain episodes of interest. Asterisks indicate values that are in the top
or bottom 5, 2.5, and 0.5 percentiles, based on the distributions observed during our sample period.
Table 6. Decomposition of model results across various time periods
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Conclusion

This paper has offered a decomposition of dollar Libor-OIS spreads at different maturities
into components reflecting funding-market liquidity, counterparty credit risk, and strategic
misreporting. Relative to previous empirical papers that also perform credit vs. liquidity
decompositions, we have made three innovations: (1) making use of the bank- and maturitylevel panel data, (2) allowing credit-risk sensitivity to vary over time, and (3) accounting
for possible misreporting bias. Relative to previous theoretical papers that have considered
misreporting, our chief innovation is to allow for the possibility that banks perceive a cost
of being outliers in the reporting distribution, rather than just costs of not telling the truth.
We conclude that, during the crisis and post-crisis period we examine, liquidity was the
largest component of bank funding costs, especially at longer maturities. Furthermore, we
find that, at shorter maturities, liquidity improved significantly following Federal Reserve
interventions in short-term funding markets in 2008, in contrast to some previous studies
such as Taylor and Williams (2009) that suggest the Fed’s actions had limited effects. Apart
from that episode, however, we find that most of the variation in spreads is due to the creditrisk component. One nuance of our results, relative to previous studies, is that much of the
variation in the credit risk component stems from fluctuations in Libor’s sensitivity to credit
risk, rather than from fluctuations in the level of credit risk per se. We estimate credit-risk
sensitivity to be greatest during certain periods of the financial crisis, but the reasons that
it varies over time will require further study.
Meanwhile, our estimates of the bias from misreporting vary considerably across banks,
maturities, and time. They are largest in magnitude during early 2009, when the dispersion
of CDS spreads was also the greatest, suggesting that banks may have misreported by more
during times when this activity was harder to detect. Misreporting seems to have been less
of a problem in the more-recent past, consistent with increased regulatory discipline. Our
estimates are consistent with the ”cost of being an outlier” playing an important role in
banks’ rate reporting behavior, a phenomenon that can also explain the consistently low
dispersion of Libor quotes relative to CDS quotes.
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A

Derivation of Measurement Equations

Each bank’s first-order condition is:

γ1,i − γ2





b −L
L
i
 i
h i

b
std L

− γ3



h i

b
std L

b and substituting equation (5) gives
Solving for L
i
b =
L
i

h i



b
b −L
L

 i

=0

b + γ (λ + φC ) + γ L
b
γ1,i std L
2
i
3

(A.1)

(A.2)

γ2 + γ3

Taking expectations and rearranging delivers equation (9).
Substituting (9) back into (A.2) gives
!

h i
γ3 γ 1
γ1,i
b
b = λ + φ γ 2 Ci + γ 3 C +
std L
+
L
i
γ2 + γ3
γ2 + γ3 γ2 (γ2 + γ3 )

(A.3)

The cross-sectional variance is therefore
h i
b =
var L

φγ2
γ2 + γ3

!2

σ2 +

h i

b var [γ ]
var L
1

(A.4)

(γ2 + γ3 )2

(φγ2 )2
=
σ2
2
(γ2 + γ3 ) − var [γ1 ]

Thus, we can write equation (10), by defining

β1i =

γ3 γ 1
γ1,i
+
γ2 + γ3 γ2 (γ2 + γ3 )

!

q

φγ2

(γ2 + γ3 )2 − var [γ1 ]

(A.5)

and

β2mt = −

γ3
γ2 + γ3

(A.6)

Given the estimated time-varying reduced-form parameters, we can recover the ratio of the
28

cost parameters as
γ2t
β2mt + 1
=−
γ3t
β2mt

(A.7)
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